We prove a central limit theorem for the number of different part sizes in a random integer partition. If A is one of the P(n) partitions of the integer n, let Dn(A) be the number of distinct part sizes that A has. (Each part size counts once, even though there may be many parts of a given size.) For any fixed x, as n ~ % where A n = (~/6/rr)n t/2 and B~ = G~-/21r-5~/7T3)I/2/'/1/4.
NOTE
If h is a partition of the integer n (written h ~-n), let N~(A) and Dn(A) denote the number of parts that 3. has, counted respectively with and without multiplicity. For example, if h = {(1 (n-2), 2} consists of n -2 parts of size 1 and 1 part of size 2, then Nn(h) = n -1 and D~(A) = 2. In this paper we expand on Wilf's observation that, for most partitions of n, N n is much larger than D n.
Let Nff)(h) be the size of the rth largest part that h has. It it well known that N (1) and N~ are identically distributed. Erd6s and Lehner proved that, for any fixed x, #{a t--n: N(I'(A) _< (6~/~') log(6v/-~-/zr) + x( 6V~-/zr)} t lim e(n) J = exp[-e-X].
(Later Fristedt strengthened this result by determining the joint distribution of the d largest parts [4] , i.e., the asymptotic distribution of the random vector (N(1), inn"T(2),..., N~ a)) for any fixed d.) Thus a typical partition of n has o(fn-log n) parts. Clearly this cannot be true for D n. In fact, the inequality E°_-~i < n implies that D n < ~ for all partitions of n. Will proved, as an example in [7] , that the expected value of D n is ( 6f~-/Tr)(1 + o(1)). Our goal here is to extend Wilf's result with the following central limit theorem: Some different, but closely related results can be found in [5] .
Proof. Let pn. k be the fraction of partitions for which there are exactly k different part sizes, i.e., pn,k:=mn({A:Dn(A) =k}).
It is not difficult to verify (see [7] for an interesting proof) that Let z n suitable contour C n (to be specified later), it is more convenient to remain in the w-plane. Thus Mn(t/B n) = T~ + T2,
, (e-2~v) m>_l l --I
(1 + Zne-2~m~)e 2~ dr,
In order to estimate T1, we replace the integrand with a close approximation that is easier to integrate. The product in the integrand is approximated with the aid of the following lemma:
LEMMA l. This can be verified using the Euler-Maclaurin formula, but a more appealing proof rests on the fact that, for s not an integral multiple of 2~i, The other part of the integrand is f, which can be approximated with the help of the well known "transformation formula" (see, for example, [1] ): 
f(e -2,~) = ~f~e'~/12~-~'/12f(e-2~/~).

P(n) ×(e-~v/lef(e-e~/v)(1 + O(ZnV)) --l)dr.
It will later be shown that I'rr is negligible. For now we concentrate on the , , f e i° major contribution I~a j. On Yn, we havev = n , and therefore
C ,, 7r A n ] 1 lmaj = P(n) l~----~ -o. 27r] r,,e i°
Because of the way r n was defined, this is equal to To simplify notation, let Qn := 7r 2v~n-/3 (1 + (6//77"2)An)1/2. The integral is easily estimated by the method of Laplace, the conclusion being that
2~-~ r3/2eQn
Recall that Z n = e t/Sn -1 ~ 0 as n -~ ~, and A n = Et>_l(-1)X-lz~/l 2. Since zn ~ 0, this is
As before, with the estimation of l'aj, the choice of r n implies that this Comparing this with Eq. (1), we see immediately that it is O(Imaj).
NOTE
Finally, we must show that T 2 is negligible. Our argument is motivated by a paper of Wright [8] . The integrand is +~ 2d~ + 2d~l
Using again the formula P(n) ~ e~Z~gT~/4V~n, we get the estimate we need: T2 e-tA./B" = o(1). i ACKNOWLEDGMENT Rodney Canfield suggested several references, and also made some helpful criticisms of an early draft of this paper.
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